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PROVIDING THE CORRECT VOLTAGE TO ELECTRIC MOTORS 
 
We typically use as standard (4) four electric motors, ½ through  3.2 horsepower. They have some unique 
characteristics. 
 
These motors are specially wound to our specifications for hydraulic gear pump applications.  Gear pumps 
require very high starting torque, especially when the lift is partially raised with a full load on the platform.  
Consequently, these hi-torque motors can develop, when starting, three times the horsepower of their nameplate 
rating.  
 
These motors are intermittent duty rated because in most lift applications, the lift only runs for short periods of 
time.  The “rest” between lift cycles allows for the motor to cool. Overheating is the biggest single reason for 
motor failure. In applications where the lift must run continuously, special order continuous duty motors are 
specified.  
 
Our intermittent duty motors are designed to tolerate a considerable number of motor starts.  To better 
understand the limits of these motors, see Tech Sheet E-2.  
 
Our standard TENV* ½, 1.0, 1.5, & 3.2 hp single-phase motors are designed for 115 or 230 volt input.  They have 
a voltage tolerance of +/-5%. Our three-phase motors have a much higher voltage tolerance of +/-10%.   
 
If a single-phase motor, properly wired for 230v, were only supplied 220v or less it would be considered low 
voltage.  A low voltage supply would result in lower torque generation by the motor, which means less 
horsepower output.  For example, almost 20% of the available horsepower is lost when the voltage is reduced to 
208v.  Also, low voltage will cause the motor to overheat.  
 
Then there is the opposite problem; too high voltage.  As little as 240v would be considered high voltage for the 
230v winding of the single phase motor.  High voltage can cause overheating of a motor, which could lead to pre-
mature motor failure.  
 
Providing the proper voltage permits the motor to develop its full horsepower and helps insure long service life.  
This is especially true for lifts that operate on the higher end of the pressure curve or consistently lift near 
capacity loads; they require the full horsepower output of the motors and they require correct voltage not too low 
and not too high.   
 
As mentioned above, continuous duty motors are designed to run continuously.  They develop a certain amount 
of heat and dissipate away any additional heat that would harm the motor.  Continuous duty motors cannot 
sustain repeated motor starts and, in fact, they are rated similar to intermittent duty motors regarding maximum 
motor starts (see Tech Sheet E-2).  If additional information is needed, please contact sales engineering.  
 
* TENV – Totally Enclosed Not Vented 


